Cities and regions are constantly changing. On this basis, 6 training and research institutions, which specialise in the fields of sustainable cities, are combining their expertise and know-how to create a university of international standing and of a new type: Université Gustave Eiffel. This new establishment, which is the outcome of a shared tradition that dates back to over 20 years ago, was created on 1 January 2020 and brings together a university (UPEM), a research institute (IFSTTAR), a school of architecture (EAVT) and three engineering schools (EIVP, ENSG and ESIEE Paris).

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
Université Gustave Eiffel is multidisciplinary. It provides trainings in varied areas of expertise with diplomas covering a large scale of higher education: technology degree, bachelor’s degree, vocational degree, master’s degree, engineering degree, architect diploma and doctorate degree. A member of the scientific project l-SITE FUTURE, with a strong connection around themes of the resource-efficient city, the stable and resilient city, the smart city. The Training Offer at Université Gustave Eiffel relays these themes, while maintaining its commitment to the fields already covered by its schools such as Arts, Languages, Humanities, computer science and applied sciences.

◆ RESEARCH
Université Gustave Eiffel provides training in many disciplines: civil engineering and materials sciences, environmental sciences, languages, mathematics and digital sciences, arts, urban planning, transport, economics, management science, sociology, architecture, geography, geomatics, literature, history and political sciences…

All the institutions making up this new university intend to maintain and strengthen long-standing ties with its institutional, academic and socioeconomic partners. With a firm international commitment and strong networks abroad via its founding bodies, Université Gustave Eiffel offers interdisciplinary and intersectoral programmes, bringing together research, innovation and society at different levels: regional, national and global, underpinned by a continuum that runs between training, research and expertise.

◆ STRENGTHS
The founding bodies of the Gustave Eiffel University share three major engagements:
- A constantly renewed educational investment
- A link between teaching and research
- Professionalization through apprenticeship and a close cooperation between the academic and the socio-economic world.

The training offered is both for basic training and PhD students and adults returning to education within the framework of a continuing education and VAE (Validation of Prior Experience). The proximity of the university with Companies grants it a privileged place with these partners, as they are to cater for special educational needs. The cross-fertilization of competences, due to the diversity of its components, makes Gustave Eiffel University a privileged actor in the long-life learning and apprenticeship education. To support this policy, the university has implemented a Center for Expertise, Research and Education dedicated to educational innovation and digital uses (CIPEN)

The Université Gustave Eiffel has been certified by the Label Qualité Français Langue Etrangères (French as a Foreign Language Quality Label) since 2022.

◆ LOCATION
Université Gustave Eiffel benefits from its national sites across France including the Cité Descartes neighbouring Paris, along with regional campuses in Lyon, Nantes, Marseille… Each of those sites is committed to offer a pleasant environment to its incoming students, teachers, and researchers.

◆ IDENTITIES FORM
- French language courses
  Yes - Gustave Eiffel University offers a one-year training program attested by a University Diploma in French language, culture and academic methodologies. For other Gustave Eiffel University students, FLE classes are offered each semester.
- Programs for international students
  Yes
- Programs in English
  Yes - 3rd (and last) year of undergraduate ‘licence’ in International management
- Master in International Master in Urban Planning and Urban Studies - Specialisation Urban regeneration and city planning in European Urban regeneration - Master Imagery sciences
- Master Mechanics of Materials and Structures for Civil Engineering and Transportation Systems - Master Science and Materials Engineering

◆ Registration fees/year
(Université Gustave Eiffel renews for the academic year 2022/2023 the partial exemption of the differentiated admission fees for newcomers non-European international students, established in 2019/2020. Consequently, the remaining fee is harmonised with the tuition fees imposed on European students, in relation to each diploma, that are instituted by ministerial decree.

◆ Postal address
  Cité Descartes - 5 Boulevard Descartes - Champs-sur-Marne - 77454 MARNE-LA-VALLÉE cedex 2
  univ-gustave-eiffel.fr